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MS-based proteomics identifies peptides…
But we need protein-level information
Statistics and proteomics join forces
Lieven Clement: statistics
Kris Gevaert: proteomics
MSqRob
can solve your data-analysis problems
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Peptide-based models work better
than summarization-based approaches
(Goeminne et al., 2015, JPR)
Existing methods suffer from
overfitting, unstable variances and outliers
MSqRob adds 3 improvements
to peptide-based models
Shrinkage estimation
Borrowing information across proteins
Weighing down outliers
MSqRob provides more stable estimates
MSqRob outperforms other methods
Analysis of label-free proteomics data 
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Performance: why it works so well
Features: how you can use MSqRob
MSqRob handles data in a natural way
Fixed effects: genotype,treatment
Random effects: peptide, biological repeat, 
mass spec run
=> MSqRob can handle complex designs
Import from MaxQuant’s peptides.txt
Add an annotation file
Preprocess your data
Select fixed and random effects
Test the appropriate research hypotheses
Inspect the results graphically
Export the results to Excel
Download MSqRob from GitHub
https://github.com/ludgergoeminne/MSqRob
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